Tech Nine Splits With Middlebury, Tufts

MIT's baseball team split its two games last week by topping Middlebury 18-3 while losing to Tufts 4-1.

Honey Allows 4 Hits
Saturday's game against Middlebury saw Tech bring back a 50 victory behind the four-hit pitching of senior captain Mickey Haney at the visitors' field. The only threat by the Middlebury club came in the fifth frame when the lead-off hitter tripled. Haney forced the next two batters to ground out and then fanned the next to retire the side.

Scores On Wild Pitch
Pitcher Haney scored first for Tech when he fisted loose from behind a Middlebury wild pitch in the second. In the third the Engineers loaded the sacks with Bill Bluebaum, John Costello and Bob Yanus. Don Alusic hit a long fly ball and the sacrifice, coupled with a throwing error, scored Bluebaum and Costello.

Ferrari Drives In Runs
Yanus scored on a single hit by Len Ferrari and Tech's lead in the game increased to 4-0. The final run came in the eighth when Larry Demick, after singling, scored from third on a sacrifice fly by the hit of John Castello.

MIT Falls To Tufts
Tuesday, Tech's diamond squad went down to an 18-3 defeat at the hands of powerful Tufts. The Jumbos capitalized on 15 walks given up by Bob Yanus, Henry Niss and John Prather, and eight minutes in the field.

Tech was scheduled at Harvard on Tuesday and will add to the festivities of the weekend by hosting the Coast Guard Academy at a doubleheader. Action gets underway at 1 p.m.
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